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Editorial 
Propshaft is your newsletter and contributions are always welcome on boating related subjects. If submitting 
articles it makes my job much easier if copy can be formatted in Arial font at 10 pitch. 
 

President’s Report – 2018 AGM 
 
This AGM completes my second year as your president in this my second term in this position. 

Year 1 was used to gauge where we were to get a feel of where we were as an organisation and this year 
with a good bunch of boaters on Committee we have started to hopefully simplify the way our organisation 
goes on. 

Our rule book needed a sorting out to re-arrange of some of the ambiguous rules and classes. 

Our Electric classes did not really align with anything else in the world so we have now rectified that so now 
if  you do SAW, 2 lap racing or circuit racing the classes align with all USA and European Organisations. 

Our petrol classes likewise were mucked up and confusing, so we have now gone back to a system that 
worked some time ago. 

http://www.nzmpba.co.nz/
mailto:vereker_bindon@hotmail.com?subject=NZMPBA
mailto:ppspeter@outlook.com
mailto:wobblz@xtra.co.nz
mailto:jc.belworthy@xtra.co.nz
mailto:jan-trev-emerson@xtra.co.nz
mailto:flambeau@xtra.co.nz
mailto:ks.ewing@xtra.co.nz
mailto:ppspeter@ihug.co.nz
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Our Constitution is antiquated and ambiguous in certain areas and like the rule book needs an overhaul to 
bring us into the 21st century and be easy to understand and implement Hopefully that will happen this 
coming year. 

Our Membership has dropped slightly this year with some leaving the sport for various reasons but some 
new boaters also joining for the first time. 

The South Island remains very quiet from a membership point of view with the North Island holding most of 
our members. 

The Offshore series has seen a drop in attendance so far this year  But on the positive side we saw the first 
Oval race meeting in a while, hosted by the Lakes model powerboat Club, which drew a large number of 
competitors and the feeling from that, was, this sort of thing needs to be fostered hence the BOP club added 
an oval day to their recent 2 lap weekend to continue that form of racing again. 

Laser Timing gear has been donated to the NZMPBA By Carl Hansen with a set for the South Island and a 
set for the North Island, with the North Island set getting its first test at the BOP 2 lap time trials last 
weekend. Alignment issues during daylight are hampering the South Island set up at present so is a work in 
progress. 

Finally I would like to thank the current Committee members for their good work helping me to keep our 
Organisation Ticking this past 12 months 

 

Grahame Haines (Nitro Ned) 

President 

 

 

2018 Mangakino Oval Regatta report 
 
Kerry O’Reilly of LMPBC has finally achieved his ambition of getting some oval racing with members that 
haven’t boated for a long time. Tony Rutledge bringing Tom Ash’s very old Levi hull, solid mounted motor, 
Webra Speed 61, sub surface drive and still being there or thereabouts,(Consistency was king) 
 
We had 21 boaters with entries of 19 glow, 20 petrol and 6 electric boats for oval heat racing and 10 for 
Offshore with one of those electric. Yes, electric for a 20 minute race! 
 
The scheduled 40 matrix heats were reduced to 30 as we ran out of time, then a king of the lake grand finale 
for the oval racing finishing with a 20 minute offshore race while the oval results were processed. Back to the 
old stop watch scoring of the matrix heats, entered into a spreadsheet that worked out places, bonus points 
and overall final places for each group. 
 
The day consisted of amalgamating A, B, C1 with 1 electric, then C2 mono. We did similar group with C2 and 
X hydro's. All electrics ran together. T1 Thunderboats separately, then the rest of petrol hydro's together, petrol 
monos, tunnels, and then offshore. 
 
Water conditions were a little rough for the small mono's and hydro's but the larger hulls coped well. It was 
great to start the event off with an impromptu evening Saturday night for pizza, drink, reminiscing and catching 
up with long lost modelers. Absolutely great.  
 
The day turned out magnificent. Some even got sunburnt! Great to have the Bus Cafe for coffee and 
complimentary food on site. All went off as well as could be expected for a first event. There are some 
improvements envisaged for next year to improve the running of the event. 
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Some highlights in no particular order, Grant Binns returning with a fast .67 Deep vee and a huge grin, fast 
Eddy.  Carl Hansen with his very fast hydro's. A pleasure to see you back again. Nitro with his fast boats, 
electric, gas and nitro boats. Tony Rutledge, Peter Collier, Steve Trott. Competitors who have been racing for 
many years. Many other members, please don't be offended by not being named. 
 
The King of the Lake finale (neddies race/demolition derby) was back again – won by Carl Hansen with Charl 
Croeser 2nd and no other finishers – oh well. 
 
Results 
A, B, C1 Electric 
1st Peter Anderson 
2nd Grahame Haines  
 
C2 Mono 
1st Tony Rutledge  
2nd Grant Binns  
 
B Hydro 
1st Graham Haines  
2nd Peter Collier 
 
C2 Hydro 
1st Carl Hansen 
2nd Tony Rutledge  
3rd Graham Haines  
 
Sport 45 
1st Peter Collier 
2nd John Belworthy  
3rd  Tony Rutledge  
 
T1 Thunderboat  
1st  Matt Lee 
2nd  Peter Collier  
 
Petrol Hydro 
1st  Carl Hansen  
2nd  Leigh Marsden 
3rd  Brent Mills 
 
Petrol Tunnel 
1st  Leigh Marsden 
2nd  Charl Croeser  
 
Petrol Mono  
1st  Brent Mills  
2nd  Graham Haines  
3rd  Charl  Croeser  
Electric 
1st  Malcolm  Belworthy  
2nd  James Mills  
3rd  Graham Haines 
 
Offshore 
1st  Peter Collier 
2nd=  Peter Anderson (electric) 
2nd=  Charl Croeser 
4th Brent Mills 
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KING OF THE LAKE 
1st  Carl Hansen 
2nd  Charl Croeser 
 

 

BOPMPBC.  2 Lap Sprints and Oval Race Day Report. 
11 & 12 August 2018, Thunder Valley, Tauranga. 
 
After a rainy old week preceding this event we were praying to the weather gods for a break! 
It seemed we would get our way, however the lake level was still quite high, and caused a glitch in 
terms of having to set up the laser timing equipment to suit a lake level approx 500mm higher than 
previous set ups. In the end we got it sorted and with many thanks to Carl Hansen for providing 
the equipment, we were able to run the 2 lap sprints for the day using this brand-new laser timing 
technology to NZ.  
It made running the event a breeze... less manpower required, does not take “false times”, easy to 
rotate through the list of drivers and really keep the event running smoothly and efficiently. It has 
been quite a revelation and can see that in future there will be much use of the system for many 
more 2 lap events, testing and tuning etc. The BOP venue is also being fitted with the same 
equipment for speed runs too, with the modification / extension of the lake to allow much more run 
up in future, so lots to look forward to in the BOP ! 
Many many 2 lap attempts were made across the day, with many runs only being fractions off 
existing records, or records beaten only to be invalid due to excess noise readings. 
Some classes saw the record broken by one person, then broken by another later in the day, so 
some interesting battles developed in that regard. 
2 Lap Sprints are all about speed and accuracy, without both, then beating any records is going to 
be tough, then in saying that, laying down two faultless laps makes it even more of a challenge, so 
while the event might perhaps sound boring to some, it is actually very entertaining and for the 
drivers its the thrill of the chase which gets them going. 
 
Sundays racing was completed in near perfect weather with flat water most of the day, with a 
mixture of real speedsters and others where consistency and finishing were the key ingredient.  
In one of the Open Petrol Mono Races, I think we observed one of the best “text book” race starts I 
have seen, all 5 boats crossed the start line side by side, held their lanes when hitting turn one and 
through to the exit of turn 2...its a shame we did not have some drone footage of this as would 
have been the perfect example of a race start to demonstrate how this aspect works. 
The racing was by and large fast and clean with the odd few “love taps” the only real damage done 
was self-inflicted, and in that regard Matt Lee (Da Da) clobbered a buoy trying to pass Carl, the 
poor old 90 rigger came off second best, being recovered from the lake in a number of pieces, the 
“Tit of the Day” trophy was promptly awarded to him ! 
Our youngest competitor, James Mills showed all how it was done by winning Open Petrol Tunnel 
with a consistent run of first and second places across his 4 heats, it was no easy task given the 
others in the same class, so this is a win for James to cherish for some time to come... 
 
Over the course of the weekend we had a number of enquiries about the club, of which were all 
serviced by giving them some time to talk about what we do as a club and given a copy of our club 
promotion document. We have already had response from this, so it goes to show that if you are 
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prepared, then potential new members are out there, we hope to see more new members joining 
the BOPMPBC soon. 
 
Cheers, 
TUI. 
 
BOPMPBC 2 LAP SPRINT RECORDS. 
11th August 2018, Thunder Valley, Tauranga. 
 
C2 HYDRO 
M Lee  25.985 
C Hansen 25.078 
 
N2 DEEP VEE 
P Anderson 52.732 
 
N2 MONO 
P Anderson 47.120 
 
N2 OFFSHORE 
P Anderson 51.630 
 
P DEEP VEE 
P Anderson 39.535 
 
P HYDRO 
P Anderson 36.120 
G Haines 28.185 
 
P MONO 
P Anderson 38.402 
 
Q DEEP VEE 
P Anderson 32.855 
 
Q MONO 
P Anderson 34.194 
 
T MONO 
P Anderson 41.040 
 
STOCK TUNNEL 
B Mills  35.945 
 
P2 DEEP VEE 
G Haines 33.294 
 
T1 THUNDERBOAT 
B Mills  32.809 
 
T2 THUNDERBOAT 
D Baker 27.782 
 
 
BOPMPBC SPRINT RACES. 
12th August 2018, Thunder Valley, Tauranga. 
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OPEN ELECTRIC 
P Anderson  1550 
J Mills   575 
G Haines  300 
J Burke  DNS 
 
OPEN NITRO HYDRO 
C Hansen  1125 
G Haines  850 
S Trott   350 
M Lee   50 
 
T1 THUNDERBOAT 
M Lee   1500 
T Trott   1050 
J Burke  719 
B Mills   619 
 
OPEN PETROL MONO 
G Haines  1125 
C Croeser  1100 
B Mills   969 
J Mills   571 
J Burke  525 
 
OPEN PETROL TUNNEL 
J Mills   1400 
M Lee   919 
B Mills   750 
C Croeser  750 
J Burke  219 
 
OPEN PETROL HYDRO 
B Mills   1175 
G Haines  1150 
C Hansen  800 
C Croeser  494 
 
 

BOPMPBC 4 Hr Teams Enduro. 

Saturday just gone saw the very challenging annual BOP 4 Hr Teams Race take place, 
we had 4 teams line up on the day, each with their own strategies and plans... 

Most seemed to think that their pre race prep would see them through, however that 
proved to be otherwise, gremlins struck many in ways they would not have expected, and 
trying to repair those issues on the fly seemed to cause a few guys a bit of stress !  It goes 
to show even the best made plans can unravel in a second ! 

The first half of the race was very close, with the 2 lead teams swapping the lead a couple 
of times and never extending beyond about 6 or 7 laps of each other, but as attrition set in 
and drivers tired, mistakes started to occur with a few penalties being incurred. One team 
started to sneak away on the rest... 
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The notable individual drive of the day, taking away the "Most Valuable Player" certificate 
was Birmy Korving, where his team mates boat suffered wet radio issues very early on, 
saw Birmy left to complete almost the entire race on his own, an absolute stand out with 
237 laps, not too far behind with an equally good effort considering he is a relatively 
inexperienced driver, was Taylor Trott with 195 laps. 

All in all it was another massive day with most feeling quite tired at the end, and most 
going home to think about what could have been and trying to answer all the "what if's"... 

In particular a HUGE thank you must go to Beverly Mills for an outstanding effort, counting 
every single lap every boat made, its not something many would have taken on, and it is 
just as hard work as trying to run a boat in the event, probably more so, as there is not 
more than a few seconds here and there to relax or get a drink etc. 

The vibe following the event is really good, with most already hatching plans on how to do 
better in the 2019 race... 

Congrats to Team Hammer Time... 

Results: 

1> Team Hammer Time   ( winners pic attached)   
Brent Mills             146 
James Mills           113 
Charl Croeser        82 
Total                     341 Laps 
 
2> Team Dumb & Dumber 
Matt Lee             68 
Taylor Trott       195 
Total                 263 Laps 
 
3>  Team Hybrid 
Peter Anderson      122  
John Burke              93 
Tony Christiansen   47 
Total                     262 Laps 
 
4>  Hamilton Hedgehogs 
Birmy Korving     237 
Steve Knutson       3 
Total                  240 Laps  
 
Regards, 

Steve Trott 

Sec 
BOPMPBC 
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Offshore series update 
 
See the website www.nzmpba.co.nz 
 

Club News  
 
Lakes Model Power Boat Club. 
After our 1st Oval event earlier in the year, our club has been rather quite.  
Lately, Kerry O’Reilly has finally managed to get a P2 Petrol boat on the water.  
A hull that Birmy glassed for him and then Kerry slaved away slowly to finally  
hit the water in October. So far it has been run twice, ironing out a few gremlins.  
Now looking positive for some competition when work commitments allow!  
We now only have November club day left this year.  
To the future, 2019. LMPBC is looking at a Two day Oval Regatta. (It doesn’t workout  
to tag on the back of a BOP offshore). The proposed dates are 25-26th May. TBC  
There is free camping at the venue (now with hot shower facility - $2/4 minutes) or hotel 
accommodation and we believe we can organise the RSA for a meal Saturday night.  
This is proposed to be a fun weekend of oval matrix racing only for glow, petrol and electrics.  
(No offshore) 
 
 
Wellington Model Power Boat Club 
 
Bay of Plenty MPBC 
 

http://www.nzmpba.co.nz/
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Wairarapa Model Power Boat Club.  
 
Marlborough, Taranaki, Taupo, Central Club, Manukau, Manawatu, SUHA, Christchurch? 

Bright Ideas – 
Does anyone have any they want to share, this is your mag, share your secrets.  
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